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What is QueryVOWL?
QueryVOWL [k] is a visual query language for RDF datap Visually7 it is derived from VOWL7 the Visual Notation for OWL Ontologies [Q]p
Semantically7 it is defined by mapping the visual elements to SPqRQL query fragmentsp
–Which companies from London
were founded by a politician?–

–Which actors born in the capital of a constitutional monarchy starred in works produced in
a federal republic?–
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q QueryVOWL graph specifies
a graph pattern to find in an RDF graphp
jlue circles 1using the VOWL OWL class
notation4 are variables7 purple circles
1using the VOWL RDFS class notation4
represent constant individualsp One variable is selected (red border) to indicate
which entity is being queried.

QueryVOWL graphs can have any complexityB the practical limit is mostly determined by
the complexity of the SPqRQL expression7 which influences the response time on the
endpointp The number of results is displayed in each variable node and dynamically up6
dated as the graph changesp

–Which voice actors born before "(Db have
a connection to a band?

–Which connections between judges born in the U:S: to universities founded in the 1bth
century or later are known?–
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Retrieval of literal
values and filter6
based restrictions thereof are supported7
as wellp qlso7 arrowless edges and un6
labeled properties can be used to repre6
sent arbitrary property relations in an un6
specified directionp
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Property labels can be selected as a means of expressing that the query is supposed to
determine what properties connect two given nodesp This works with both directed and
undirected property edgesp

Additional Defined Visual Elements Hnot yet supported in the web?based prototype·
–Find British films for which at least two
actors are listed on DBpedia:–

–Which musical or martial artists were born
after "(D8 and have a nickname?–

–List all surnames of painters who also create
poetry:–
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node7 restrictions
applied to two or
more other nodes can be
combined in a disjunctionp
The result list for the Union
node contains all individ6
uals that are valid birth date
for at least one of
the linked vari6
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linked nodes
Surname
in a conjunc6
tionp This can be used to
Literal
avoid rewiring large parts
of the query graph when
it is discovered that the restrictions for sev6
eral variable nodes need to be combinedp
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Where can I find further information?
Have a look at our paper presented at the HSWI Q0k5 workshop [k] and check out our websiteb
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